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Abstract
Operational Risk Management and focus on the Industrial Mission has been the tenet of the recent MTS
Guidance Documents addressing delivery of incident free DP operations. There is increased awareness of
the significance of Station Keeping Capability taking into account not only environmental conditions but
also Post Failure Capability including ability to maintain position/heading within defined acceptance criteria
during transient conditions. Effective Operational Risk Management and Mitigation depends upon reducing
ambiguity in understanding of Station Keeping Capability and identifying gaps between theoretical
capability and a reasonably accurate estimate of real Station Keeping Capability.
DP Capability has traditionally been calculated by a quasi-static analysis and the results are generally nonconservative, lacking proper handling of dynamic effects such as vessel motion, time-varying environment,
and rate limitations in the propulsion and power system.
This paper presents a case study of a diving vessel with two main propellers and rudders, and equipped with
a single stern tunnel thruster. The study includes a comparison of a traditional quasi-static analysis with a
closed-loop time-domain simulation framework (DynCap), as well as examples of vessel DP footprints and
transient motion after a failure. The results demonstrate that a more comprehensive capability study will
provide results that are more accurate with respect to robustness of the DP capability towards failures,
reveals the critical limitations of single stern thruster vessels, and validates the robustness in station keeping
integrity provided by the addition of a second stern tunnel thruster in this case. The results of the study
reinforces the need to consider the Industrial Mission Requirements in analytical, planning and execution
efforts.
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Introduction
With the steady growth of number of Dynamically Positioned (DP) vessels, technology advances with more
complex designs, along with a decline in number of experienced and trained operators, Operational Risk
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Management tools have become key elements for supporting incident free and efficient DP Operations, as
addressed by the recent MTS Guidance Documents [7].
One of the key aspects, also addressed in the MTS Guidelines, is the importance of the vessel station
keeping capability. Many operations such as deep-water drilling, diving, subsea construction and
maintenance, pipe-laying, shuttle offloading, platform supply and flotels rely heavily on the vessel's
capability to maintain position and heading within defined acceptance criteria. Operational planning should
take into account not only prevailing environmental conditions but also the ability to abort the mission in a
controlled manner after a failure – including the post-failure transients. For these operations, where the
consequences of a loss of position are high regarding cost, safety and impacts, it is essential that the vessel
operators can rely on credible and realistic estimates of the vessel DP capability to determine the weather
operational window. This is particularly important when not all the equipment is available after the worstcase single failure (WCSF), as decisions made on wrong assumptions may compromise the safety of the
operation with undesired outcomes.
The current industrial standards for DP capability analyses are described in IMCA M140 [4] and DNV ERN
[3], with the objective of enabling a direct comparison of individual vessel’s performance and provide an
indication of station keeping capability in a common and understandable format. However, these standards,
which are based on static balance of the maximum obtainable thruster force against a resultant mean
environmental force, see [6] and [10], may be limited in their ability to provide other relevant and desired
information.
It is not unusual for capability plots to be used as a ticket-to-business, as they are one of the vessel
performance characteristics that are evaluated by Charterers when deciding which vessel to take on charter.
Capability plots computed from different suppliers can differ significantly for the same vessel – depending
on choice of models and parameters. In addition, the lack proper handling of dynamic effects such as vessel
motion, time-varying environment, and rate limitations in the propulsion and power system leads to results
that are often too non-conservative, see [6] and [10]. Capability Analyses developed by traditional methods
may not deliver the degree of confidence desired when used in decision making for different applications.
To overcome some of the limitations of the traditional methods of Capability Analysis, DynCap, the next
level DP capability analysis tool based on closed loop time-domain simulations, has been developed [10].
In addition, the limitations of the current ERN concept has been receiving increasing attention. These are
among the reasons that led DNV GL to establish the project "DP Capability Assessment" which aims to
establish a new standard for computing the DP capability [12].
The aim of this paper is to show how DynCap was used for improving the risk management of DP
operations compared to the traditional quasi-static method, and to demonstrate this with a case study on a
diving support vessel. The inclusion of all relevant dynamic effects due to vessel motion, environmental
forces and detailed vessel information improved identification of the limiting environmental conditions and
the effects of DP system equipment failures such as thrusters and generators on the vessel positioning
capability.
A case study of a diving vessel with two main propellers and rudders, and equipped with a single stern
tunnel thruster, is considered in this paper. The study includes a comparison of a traditional quasi-static
analysis with the DynCap time-domain simulation framework. The paper also provides the results from an
analysis carried out to identify possible vessel excursions outside the established criteria during the transient
after the worst-case single failure. The results demonstrate that a more comprehensive capability study will
provide data that are more accurate with respect to robustness of the DP capability towards failures, reveals
the critical limitations if any (e.g. single stern thruster vessels), and validates the robustness in station
keeping integrity if enhancements are pursued (e.g. addition of a second stern tunnel thruster). The results
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of the study reinforces the need to consider the Industrial Mission Requirements in analytical, planning and
execution efforts.
The outline of the paper is as follows: The next sections briefly describe the DynCap concept, the case
study followed by a discussion on the results and a conclusion. Further details on the simulation framework
can be found in the Appendix.

Concept
The traditional method for DP Cap is based on static balance of the maximum obtainable thruster force
against a resultant mean environmental force while considering the vessel at rest. Assuming the vessel
pinned to a fixed position represents probably the biggest limitation in the traditional method. At the
limiting weather conditions, the vessel will experience its largest motion dynamics. Thus, this method may
produce capability results which are representative for calm and moderate weather, where the vessel motion
is little, but not for limiting weather condition.
In addition, the current standards present shortcomings with respect to the vessel model requirements. The
IMCA M140 specification allows the analysis to be computed with environmental forces from non-vesselspecific coefficients, thruster forces from generic rules-of-thumb and without including specifications on
DP control system and thrust allocation. It is possible to extend the analysis with more realistic assumptions
and models. This can be done for example by using actual vessel model data such as wind, current, and
wave-drift coefficients, realistic thruster models, and realistic static thrust allocation including e.g.
forbidden zones and thrust loss effects based on actual allocated thrust. However, such extensions are not
standardized. Due to the lack of precise requirements, capability plots computed from different suppliers
may differ significantly when computed for the same vessel.
The DNV ERN standard on the other hands presents a precise method, which does not give much space for
using of different thruster and environmental force models. The drawback of this standard is the simplicity
of the mathematical models to be used; for example, the thrust loss factor is fixed to 10% of the nominal
thrust regardless of thruster position and type. In real life this can vary significantly due to propeller
aeration, thruster-thruster and thruster-hull interactions, see for example [1], [2], [8] and [11].
Another significant shortcoming of the quasi-static DPCap analysis is the inability to consider the transient
conditions during a failure and recovery after a failure. Even if the quasi-static capability plots show that
the vessel can maintain position and heading both in intact condition and after a single failure, nothing can
be gleaned about the motion of the vessel from the time the failure occurs until the desired position and
heading has been regained. Especially after a worst-case single failure for a DP2 or DP3 vessel, where as
much as half of the thrust capacity may be lost, re-allocation of thrust can take significant time due to
limitations in rise time for propellers as well as rudder and azimuth angle rates. For a safety-critical DP
operation such as diving or vessel-to-vessel replenishment or personnel transfer, the allowance for such
transient motion can be very limited.
All these considerations led the development of DynCap, which main purpose is to calculate the stationkeeping capability of a vessel based on systematic time-domain simulations. This is obtained by employing
a complete 6 DOF vessel model, including dynamic wind and current loads, 1st and 2nd order wave loads
including slowly-varying wave drift, a complete propulsion system including thrust losses, a power system,
sensors, and a DP control system with observer, DP controller, and thrust allocation. Details on the
simulation framework can be found in the Appendix.
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The station-keeping capacity is calculated by searching for an environment limit at which the vessel is still
able to satisfy a set of operational specific acceptance criteria. The analysis is typically performed for intact
condition where all the equipment is available and for the worst-case single failure condition. In addition,
the analysis can be run with any thruster and power setup to evaluate the station-keeping capability when
not all the equipment is available, for example due to maintenance.
One of the advantages of the DynCap analysis, compared to a traditional DPCap, is that the limiting
environment can be computed by applying a set of operational specific acceptance criteria. The position
and heading excursion limits can be set to allow a wide or narrow footprint, or the acceptance criteria can
be based on other vessel performance characteristics such as sea keeping, motion of a crane tip or other
critical point, dynamic power load, or tension and/or angle of a hawser or riser. In this way, the acceptance
criteria can be tailored to the requirements for each vessel and operation. An example of position and
heading acceptance criteria is shown in Figure 1. In this case, the station-keeping capability is found by
searching for the maximum wind speed in which the vessel footprint stays within the predefined position
and heading limits.
By considering the complete vessel dynamics it is also possible to identify temporary position and/or
heading excursions due to dynamic and transient effects. More details on the DynCap concept can be found
in [6], [9], and [10].

Figure 1: Example of heading and position acceptance limits.

Case Study: Diving vessel
This section presents a case study considering a diving support vessel. In order to evaluate its DP capability
in different conditions and the capability robustness upon failures, both a DynCap and a traditional quasistatic DPCap analysis was performed.
The vessel, with main particulars described in Table 1, is equipped with three tunnel thrusters in the bow
and one tunnel thruster in the stern. In addition, there are two main propellers with high lift rudders at the
stern. The main propellers are directly driven by prime movers, and therefore not affected by failures in the
switchboards. The thruster layout is shown in Figure 3. An additional analysis was carried out with an
added tunnel thruster (THR7 connected to switchboard B) in order to evaluate its effect on the stationkeeping performance during and after the worst-case single failure.
The hydrodynamic coefficients such as added mass, potential damping, hydrostatic coefficients, and 1st
and 2nd-order wave load coefficients are computed using WAMIT [13]. The input to the program is a 3D
geometry file represented by panels, as shown in Figure 2.
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The wind-wave relationship and wave spectrum is adopted from the North Sea data in IMCA M140. The
environmental loads are set as collinear. The power system operational philosophy is two-split switchboard.
The worst-case single failure is defined as loss of switchboard (SWBD) A.

Table 1: Vessel main particulars
Length between perpendiculars
Breadth
Draught
Displacement
Propulsion and steering system
Thrusters
type
1-4, and 7: bollard pull
Thruster 5: type
bollard pull forward
bollard pull backward
Rudder 1:
type
Thruster 6: type
bollard pull

81.9 m
20.4 m
5.5 m
6000 tons

Figure 2: 3D hull geometry

Tunnel
117 kN
Main prop port
347 kN
242 kN
High lift rudder
Main prop stbd
347 kN
242 kN
Rudder 2:
type
High lift rudder
Power System – 6 generators of 1200 kW each in 2-split
configuration
SWBD A
connected to Thruster 1 and 4
SWBD B
connected to Thruster 2 and 3 (and 7)

Figure 3: Thruster Layout

Analysis Setup
For both the traditional DPCap and DynCap analyses, the equipment such as thrusters, generators, sensors,
position reference systems, etc. are modelled based on the nominal values received from the manufacturer.
The DPCap analyses includes:
 All static thrust losses: Coanda, inline, thruster interaction and transverse losses.
 15% dynamic allowance1.
The DynCap analyses includes:
 All dynamic thrust losses due to: Coanda effect, inline and transverse water velocity, thruster
interaction, and propeller aeration2 losses.
 The wind and current forces are modeled by considering an average speed and a random effect (wind
gusts and current fluctuations). The current speed is set to 0.77 m/s (1.5 knots).
1

Dynamic allowance is the reserved amount of thrust assumed to be used to counteract dynamic forces; in this case,
the thruster will be used only up to 85% of maximum thrust in the quasi-static force balance.
2
Propeller aeration (or ventilation) is due to the propeller being closed to (or piercing) the water surface and is the
result of air or exhaust gases being pulled into the propeller blades.
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 The low-frequency motion3 is used to check whether the vessel is able to stay within position and
heading limits.
 The acceptance criteria for position and heading were stipulated at 5 m and 5 deg.
 The DP control gains are set to high. This is a typical value employed for harsh weather conditions.
Table 2: DP gain settings

Relative damping

Undamped period (s)
Gains
Surge
Sway
Yaw

High
120
100
57

Medium
180
150
85

ratio
Low
240
200
113

0.7
0.7
1

The DP system model used in the DynCap analysis is configured and tuned according to industrial
standards. The DP gain has been tuned such that the DP vessel in closed loop acts as a mass-spring-damper
system with undamped natural periods and relative damping ratios as specified in Table 2. In this analysis
it is also assumed that the relevant vessel parameters are known – therefore there is a perfect match between
the parameters of the DP control system and the vessel model parameters. This represents an ideal case
because, in reality, the vessel model parameters present uncertainty and the actual station-keeping capability
may be worse than the calculated one.
Wind Envelope results
Figure 4 shows wind envelopes for the WCSF condition (loss of Switchboard A) for the DPCap (blue) and
DynCap (black) analyses. The DynCap wind envelope presents a limiting wind of about 25 m/s for head
seas.
Current speed: 0.77 (m/s)

Wind speed in m/s
Wind direction in degrees

0
330

Wind, Waves,
Current

Current speed: 0.77 (m/s)
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30
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Current
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60

60
50
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60

60
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30
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20
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90

240
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210
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90

240
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180
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DPCap, Thr2 and Thr3 disabled, 15% dynamic allowance, thrust loss
DynCap, Thr2 and Thr3 disabled, acceptance criteria: 5m/5deg, HighGain

DPCap, Thr1 and Thr4 disabled, 15% dynamic allowance, thrust loss
DynCap, Thr1 and Thr4 disabled, acceptance criteria: 5m/5deg, HighGain

Figure 4: Wind Envelopes after the loss of Switchboard A

3

150

Figure 5: Wind Envelopes after loss of Switchboard B

The low frequency motion is the vessel motion filtered from the wave period motion.
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By observing the time domain series from the DynCap analysis, see Figure 6, it was noticed that for head
and following seas, the DP capability is mainly limited by two factors: the thruster pitch angle rate limit
and the bow tunnel thrust loss due to aeration. If the vessel is positioned against the mean environmental
forces (head sea), the vessel heading will swing from port to starboard due to mean wave direction changes.
This is a phenomenon that is very familiar to shiphandlers. To control the heading, the bow thruster has to
invert often the thrust direction (i.e. reverse the pitch angle). As this cannot be done immediately due to the
pitch angle dynamics, a significant delay can occur between the commanded and the actual thrust. The other
limitation is the tunnel thrust loss due to aeration caused by large vessel pitch motion. This can cause a
sudden drop in the propeller thrust, as shown in Figure 6.
An example of the time-series simulated for wind direction 10 degrees direction off the bow is shown in
Figure 6. For large positive pitch motion, the bow tunnel submergence can reduce significantly increasing
the probability of propeller aeration and in turn large thrust losses. An example of aeration is shown in
Figure 6, where around 2380 s, the pitch motion is over 5 degrees and the actual thrust from thruster 2 drops
significantly with respect to the nominal thrust.

Ventilation

Max pitch angle

Figure 6: Loss of switchboard A - Time series for head seas
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Compared to DPCap, the DynCap wind envelope presents reduced capability also for quartering seas, where
the limiting wind speed is about 15 m/s. In this condition, since thruster 4 is disabled, one main propeller
with the corresponding rudder produces side force while the other main propeller balances the surge force
by thrusting in the negative surge direction (push-pull configuration). The capability for these directions is
limited by the amount of available sway force due to the use of only the rudder and limited surge force to
counteract the environmental loads in the surge direction.
When comparing DynCap results with the traditional DPCap analysis, the wind limits from the quasi-static
method appear unrealistic for head and following seas. For beam seas, where the tunnel thrusters push
mainly in the same direction all the time and the heading motion is smaller than for head seas, the relative
difference between the DPCap and DynCap results is smaller. This agrees with the results shown in [6] and
[10]. It is important to notice that the differences between DynCap and DPCap wind envelopes may change
significantly when employing different position and heading acceptance limits, see for example [10].
The wind envelope computed from DynCap after the loss of switchboard B is shown in Figure 5. While the
results show that the maximum wind speed at head sea (0 degrees) is comparable with the case where
switchboard A is lost, from around 20 degrees to 140 degrees wind directions, loss of switchboard B will
have a reduced station-keeping capability. With only one tunnel thruster left at the bow the amount of
sideway force that can be used for controlling the heading motion is limited. Wind envelopes for the intact
condition (all thruster available) are shown in Figure 12 and Figure 13 in the appendix.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 present examples of vessel footprints obtained from DynCap simulations when
switchboard A is lost. Figure 7 is obtained by simulating wind speeds just above the limits given by the
DynCap wind envelope at 10 degrees direction. In this case, the vessel is not able to maintain position, as
expected, within the predefined positioning acceptance criteria (5 m). Figure 8 shows the simulated vessel
footprint with a wind speed just inside the limiting wind envelope. In this case, as expected, the vessel
position is within the positioning acceptance criteria.

Figure 7: Position footprint – wind speed outside the
wind envelope, Switchboard A lost

Figure 8: Position footprint – wind speed inside the
wind envelope, Switchboard A lost

To evaluate the effect of an additional tunnel thruster at the stern of the vessel on the dynamic stationkeeping capability, wind envelopes were computed with a new tunnel thruster (THR 7 in Figure 3)
connected to switchboard B. This could be an important input to the vessel design as well as for an early
operational risk assessment. As shown in Figure 9, in case of loss of switchboard A, the extra thruster leads
mainly to an improved capability for following seas. This thruster configuration combines the positive
aspects of having two tunnel thrusters at the bow and both main propellers and one tunnel thruster at the
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stern. For head seas (0 – 10 degrees), the additional stern thruster does not improve the capability as the
total horizontal thrust capacity did not increase and the remaining tunnel thrusters at the bow present the
same limitations as for the original thruster configuration. For beam seas (around 90 degrees), the capability
also does not improve. This because the amount of thrust at the bow thruster group did not change. In order
to balance the moment, the bow thruster group is not able to compensate for the additional sideways thrust
that thruster 7 can produce. For quartering seas, the station-keeping capability is only marginally improved.
The reason for it has not been established and sensitivity studies have not been carried out.

Current speed: 0.77 (m/s)

Wind speed in m/s
Wind direction in degrees
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DynCap, Thr1 and Thr4 disabled, acceptance criteria: 5m/5deg, HighGain
DynCap, Thr1 and Thr4 disabled, Thr7 ON, acceptance criteria: 5m/5deg, HighGain

Figure 9: Wind Envelopes with the additional thruster 7, after loss of switchboard A

Sensitivity to DP control gains
Another important aspect to be considered in an operational risk analysis is the sensitivity of the stationkeeping capability upon different DP control gain settings. A sensitivity analysis was carried out by
employing three different settings, as specified in Table 2. The higher the gain, the faster is the response of
the control system upon position and heading deviations. During operations, the DP control gains are
normally chosen based on the vessel characteristics, the weather conditions and the required positioning
accuracy. High control gains would normally be used for harsh weather and for high positioning accuracy.
Low gains are typically employed to reduce wear-and-tear on the propulsion and power system, reduce fuel
consumption and with low required position accuracy. Medium gains would be a trade-off between the two.
Three gain levels are available in most of the industrial DP systems. However, depending on the DP
manufacturer, there may be other levels of DP control gains and DP control settings influencing the vessel
position accuracy and responsiveness of the control system upon position and heading deviations.
The results for the loss of switchboard A (without the additional stern thruster) are reported in Figure 10.
Higher gains resulted in improved station-keeping capability, especially for wind directions from 0 ± 30
degrees. For these wind directions, as explained earlier in this section when discussing the DynCap results,
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the vessel motion dynamics are significant and high control system response leads to improved
performance.

Current speed: 0.77 (m/s)
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DynCap, Thr1 and Thr4 disabled, acceptance criteria: 5m/5deg, HighGain
DynCap, Thr1 and Thr4 disabled, acceptance criteria: 5m/5deg, MediumGain
DynCap, Thr1 and Thr4 disabled, acceptance criteria: 5m/5deg, LowGain

Figure 10: DynCap sensitivity with respect to DP control gains

Transient analysis results
The transient study aims to investigate if the vessel may go temporary out of position during the transient
after the worst-case single failure, i.e. loss of switchboard A. Since waves are modelled by a stationary
random process (when the significant wave height does not change) with certain statistical properties, the
time instant when the failure is triggered will have impact on the result of the simulations. For this reason,
this analysis is performed by running multiple simulations (32 in this case) where the failure is triggered at
different random time instances.
The results are presented in Table 3 considering three wind speeds, which are inside the post-failure
DynCap wind envelope computed with high control gains:




Wind speed 25.2 m/s at 10 degree direction,
Wind speed 23.7 m/s at 10 degree direction,
Wind speed 13.6 m/s at 90 degree direction.

For a wind speed of 25.2 m/s at 10 degrees, after the failure, the vessel went temporarily out of the position
acceptance limits 63% of the time. Even with a smaller wind speed (23.7 m/s at 10 degrees) the probability
of an excursion outside the position limits was quite high (44%).
Considering environmental forces attacking from 90 deg off the bow, with wind speed of 13.6 m/s, which
is well inside the post-failure dynamic capability, the failure caused the vessel to go temporarily out of the
position acceptance limits 38% of the time.
The magnitude of the wind speeds (23.7 m/s at 10 degree direction and 13.6 m/s for beam seas) were
suggested by an experienced operator of such a vessel as the maximum probable wind speed at which he
would operate.
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By adding an additional stern tunnel thruster, see Table 4, the probability of exceeding the position and
heading limits does not change much for environmental forces attacking from 10 deg. This reflects the
results obtained for the wind envelopes where, for that environmental direction, the limiting speed did not
improve by adding the additional thruster, see Figure 9. For environmental forces attacking from 90 degrees
and wind speed of 13.6 m/s, the probability of losing position after the loss of switchboard A went from
38% to 0%.
As for the wind envelope study, a sensitivity analysis was carried out to evaluate the impact of different
control gains on the transient statistics. The results (without the additional stern thruster) are included in
Table 3.
Both for wind speeds attacking at 10 and 90 degrees off the bow, employing medium and low control gains
lead to a significantly increased probability of exceeding the positioning limits. For a wind speed of 25.2
m/s at 10 degrees, the probability to exceed the position limits after the failure went from 63% with high
gains to 94% and 100% with medium and low gains respectively. With a smaller wind speed (23.7 m/s at
10 degrees) the probability of an excursion outside the limits is still high, respectively 78% and 100% with
medium and low gains. With environmental forces attacking from 90 deg off the bow and 13.6 m/s wind
speed, the probability of an excursion went from 38% with high gains to 100% with both medium and low
gains respectively.
Table 3: Transient analysis results after the loss of SWBD A

Discussion
The results obtained from the DynCap analysis demonstrated that there are various operational aspects to
be considered when choosing a vessel and planning for an operation. Concerning the operational risk, the
post-failure dynamic capability appears to be the most important vessel performance characteristics to
consider. For the vessel analyzed in this paper, the worst-case single failure, as reported from the Failure
Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA), is the loss of switchboard A. However, for most of the weather
directions, the loss of switchboard B resulted in worse vessel station-keeping capability. This shows that
not only the worst-case single failure should be analyzed but also different power and thruster
configurations.
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The analysis should be performed by employing operational specific acceptance criteria for positioning, as
the wind envelopes can differ quite significantly when employing tight or relaxed acceptance criteria [10].
This is one the advantages of running time-domain analysis contra the quasi-static approach, where the
acceptance criteria is not accounted for. Operation location-specific weather statistics and data should be
employed in order to obtain relevant results for the actual operation.
Another important aspect to consider is the vessel motion transient after a failure. The results presented
above showed that, even with environmental conditions well inside the DynCap (and DPCap) post-failure
capability, there is a significant risk that the vessel may experience temporary excursion outside the
positioning acceptance criteria when the worst-case single failure is triggered. This would not have been
identified by looking only at the wind envelopes. These results have to be considered in relationship to the
operational specific positioning accuracy. For some operations, temporary vessel excursions over the limits
may not be a problem, but for other - like diving - this may not be acceptable.
As shown in both the wind envelopes and transient analysis, the DP control gains have a significant effect
on the results. This has to be accounted for when considering the operational risk and operating guidelines.
Using lower DP control gains reduces the station-keeping capability and substantially increase the
probability of exceeding the position/heading limits during the transient after the worst-case single failure.
This sensitivity analysis demonstrates that the analysis tool plays a fundamental role, as this result is only
discovered by running time-domain simulations with a complete model of the DP control system,
environmental, power and propulsion dynamics. When modelling the DP control system, its tuning is
another fundamental property that needs to be investigated. In this paper, the DP control system is assumed
to be perfectly tuned, as explained in the Analysis Setup section. This means that in reality the vessel stationkeeping capability may not be as good if the actual control system has not be tuned accurately.
Last, but not least, the results from the DynCap analysis demonstrated the limitation of the single stern
thruster configuration for the Industrial mission being contemplated. This was revealed by the transient
analysis. The information gleaned from the analysis was used to aid decision making on the project and a
better understanding of operational risk and its management. For the transient analysis after the worst-case
single failure especially, an additional stern tunnel thruster led to significantly improved performance and
reduced probability to exceed the position/heading limits. The impact of the added thruster is less significant
for the wind envelope results except for quartering and following seas. These results need to be considered
in relationship with the ability to position the vessel against the mean environmental forces (weathervaning)
during operations. If weathervaning is not possible, then the vessel will operate with conditions where the
added thruster will have a positive effect on the vessel station-keeping performance.
Table 4: Transient analysis results with the additional thruster 7 after the loss of SWBD A

Conclusion
One of the key aspects for vessel design and operational risk assessment is the vessel station keeping
capability, as addressed in the MTS Guidance Documents. Estimating the vessel station-keeping
performance has been always a challenge and the traditional method practiced by Industry for computing
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the DP capability have showed significant limitations that restrict their use in the operational risk
assessment. The results presented in this paper demonstrate that a comprehensive capability study such as
DynCap will provide results that are more representative with respect to robustness of the DP capability
towards failures and reveals the critical limitations of single stern thruster vessels, especially during the
transient after the worst-case single failure. The study also validates the improved robustness of the station
keeping provided by the addition of a second stern tunnel thruster. The results of the study reinforces the
need to consider the Industrial Mission Requirements in analytical, planning and execution efforts.
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Appendices
Vessel Simulator
DynCap is based on systematic time-domain simulations with a complete 6DOF closed loop vessel model.
A block diagram describing the vessel simulator is shown in Figure 11. By allowing the vessel to move,
the strongest assumption for the traditional DPCap analysis is removed. This facilitates inclusion of
dynamic wind and current loads, 1st and 2nd order wave loads including slowly-varying wave drift, as well
as the dynamics of the propulsion system and power system. A model of the power management system
(PMS) is also included to simulate relevant functionality for DP operations such as blackout prevention,
load limitation and sharing, and auto-start and auto-stop of generators. To close the loop a model of the full
DP control system is included with an observer to estimate position and velocity with performance
comparable to a standard Kalman filter, nonlinear PID-controller with wind feed-forward action, thrust
allocation, sensors, and position reference systems. In addition, the DP system model includes functions
that can be found in the majority of DP control systems available today, such as blackout prevention and
load limitation. If the required power for maintaining position and heading exceeds a preset limit, the
thruster loads are limited such that those limits are not exceeded.
The complete propulsion system model includes actuator rate limits and computation of dynamic thrust loss

Figure 11: Closed-loop time-domain vessel simulator.

effects such as the interaction between thrusters, interaction between thrusters and hull, aeration, out-ofwater effects, and transversal losses based on empirical models. More details on the vessel model can be
found in [5] and [6].
By considering the complete vessel, environmental loads and DP system dynamics, it is not necessary to
reserve a certain amount of thrust for dynamic loads as for the traditional DPCap analysis (dynamic
allowance). DynCap utilizes all the available thrust capacity like the vessel would do in real life.
When running time-domain simulations, it is necessary to perform multiple runs. This is because for a given
directional wave spectrum, there are many realization in time-domain that can results in the given spectrum.
Each realization can result in different capability results, therefore the wind envelopes from DynCap
analyses are presented as the average of multiple runs with different wave frequency and direction
components random seeds.
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Wind Envelopes for Intact Vessel Condition
Current speed: 0.77 (m/s)
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Figure 12: Wind Envelopes for intact condition compared to loss of SWBD A
Current speed: 0.77 (m/s)
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Figure 13: Wind Envelopes for intact condition compared to loss of SWBD B
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